Jessica Whyte

The “Dangerous Concept of the Just War”: Decolonization,
Wars of National Liberation, and the Additional Protocols to
the Geneva Conventions
Just war is dead in international law. The United Nations
Charter killed it, and rightly so.
—John Norton Moore, “A Theoretical Overview of the
Laws of War in a Post-Charter World,” 19821

In 2002, the North American political theorist Michael Walzer announced the
“triumph of just war theory.”2 Walzer provided a potted history of this theory, which
he depicted as originating in the fifth century A.D. in the theological writings of St.
Augustine of Hippo as an argument of the “religious centre” against both pacifists and
holy warriors.3 It is in this center that Walzer situated his own influential writings on
just and unjust wars: just war theory, even when it criticizes particular wars, is neither
pacifistic nor radically suspicious of state power, he contended; it “is the doctrine of
people who do expect to exercise power and use force.”4 Walzer’s narrative traced the
triumph of the “just war” over a realist political culture that had relegated questions
of justice to the theology departments of Catholic universities. It was the Vietnam
War, he argued, that revealed the inadequacy of nonmoralizing languages of prudence
and interests in articulating (and denouncing) the brutality of United States conduct.
“Almost against its will,” he wrote, “the left fell into morality.”5 In the wake of the
war, he suggested, the success of the antiwar movement was reflected in the moralization of political discourse, while disillusioned veterans made morality central to
military curriculum.6 All this, according to Walzer, represented genuine moral
progress, as moral theory was “incorporated into war-making as a real constraint on
when and how wars are fought.”7
In the first decades of the twenty-first century, this “triumph” of just war theory
is reflected in the increasing prominence of the language among those who do exercise
power: successive U.S. presidents, from George Bush senior to Donald Trump, have
mobilized the language of the just war to justify American force.8 In March 2017,
Trump justified punitive strikes against the Syrian regime of Bashar Al Assad, without
the authorization of the Security Council or the U.S. Congress, by declaring that
“America stands for justice.”9 Barack Obama’s aides explained that the then-United
States president directly approved “kill lists” for drone strikes in Pakistan because, as
“a student of writings on war by Augustine and Thomas Aquinas, he believes that he
should take moral responsibility for such actions.”10 Gareth Evans, who chaired the
International Commission on State Sovereignty and Intervention, which produced
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the “Responsibility to Protect” concept, notes that all its criteria for the use of force
have an “explicit pedigree in Christian ‘just war’ theory.”11 U.S. military lawyers refer
explicitly to Aquinas’s theological writings in justifying so-called collateral damage.12
Scientists funded by the U.S. army to research autonomous lethal robots are even
working on prototypes for an “ethical control and reasoning system” that would
embed the principles of just war theory into the design of their killer machines.13
In this context, the claim in the 2015 United States Law of War manual that the
laws of war are “rooted in the Just War tradition” has passed as unremarkable.14 In
explicating this tradition, the Department of Defense turns to William O’Brien’s 1981
Just and Limited Wars—a book whose treatment as authoritative is attributable to its
contorted argument that (contra Walzer) the U.S. war in Vietnam was a just war.
Despite this disagreement, O’Brien’s condensed, teleological historical narrative of just
war thinking largely coincides with Walzer’s account of its triumph. According to
O’Brien, as cited by the U.S. Department of Defense:
The just war tradition begins with the efforts of St. Augustine to justify Christian
participation in Roman wars. From this foundation, St. Thomas Aquinas and
other Scholastic thinkers developed the Scholastic just war doctrine. The doctrine
reached its mature form by the time of the writings of Vitoria and Suarez in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Various Protestant moralists and secular
writers dealt with just-war issues during the Reformation, but by the eighteenth
century, just war doctrine was becoming a curiosity that was not taken seriously.
It remained for the twentieth century reaction against total war to spark renewed
studies in the just-war tradition.15
O’Brien’s narrative of the refinement and secularization of a tradition of moral
restraint on warfare treats the theory of the just war in the way Richard Tuck has
suggested earlier disciplinary histories treated international law: as a well-defined
subject that was “gradually uncovered and understood in less primitive terms from the
Middle Ages onwards.”16 This narrative depicts the Department of Defense’s current
and contested interpretation of the laws of war as the culmination of a centuries-old
tradition of Western moral and theological thinking. Not only does the manual depict
this tradition as “the foundation of modern jus ad bellum rules” (that is rules governing
the right to wage war);17 more controversially, it depicts the jus in bello rules that
regulate the conduct of war, including the Geneva Conventions, as “also rooted in the
just war tradition.”18
Here I seek to challenge both this progressive narrative and the claim that the
Geneva Conventions are rooted in the just war tradition. Rather than examining the
way the attempt to construct a unified just war “tradition” or “theory” distorts the
theological writings of Aquinas and Augustine, by anachronistically projecting onto
them concerns with the “humanization” of warfare or the protection of civilians, I
turn instead to the often acrimonious debates about just and unjust wars that accompanied the drafting of the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions. The
Diplomatic Conference called by the International Committee of the Red Cross to
revise international humanitarian law in the mid-1970s was the site for multiple
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conflicts, not only over the justice of particular wars but also over whether justice had
any place in debates about the laws of war.
As the Diplomatic Conference debates were underway, Walzer justified his own
decision to focus on morality rather than law by disparaging what he termed the
“legalist paradigm” for its “utopian quibbling.”19 Against those who stressed the
plurality of structures of meaning, Walzer upheld a universal moral stance that is “in
its philosophical form a doctrine of human rights.”20 The “moral world is shared,”
Walzer argued: “It’s not easy to opt out, and only the wicked and the simple make
the attempt.”21 A focus on the conflicts over the Additional Protocols demonstrates
that, at the high-point of anticolonial legal activism, neither the language of the just
war nor the doctrine of human rights had a single meaning, and nor were the boundaries of a shared moral world defined in advance.22
This essay shows that during the drafting of the Additional Protocols it was the
anticolonial delegates who used the language of the just war to distinguish wars of
national liberation from wars of “imperialist aggression”—particularly the U.S. war in
Vietnam. In distinguishing just from unjust wars, they sought to extend privileged
belligerent status, and thus prisoner of war provisions, to those who “fight against
colonial and alien domination and against racist regimes in the exercise of their right
to self-determination.”23 Although they mobilized the language of the just war, anticolonialists drew on the principles of anti-imperialism and self-determination—and
not on Christian theological thinking—in order to articulate a contrasting vision of
justice. In doing so, they framed their struggle to revise international law as a
progressive one that pitted the realities of the decolonizing present against the legal
norms of the colonial past.
Faced with the assertiveness of the newly independent states, the Western states
attacked what the head of the U.S. delegation George Aldrich called “the dangerous
concept of the just war.”24 Far from seeking to ground the Additional Protocols in the
just war tradition, as the U.S. Law of War manual suggests, the Western delegates
framed this tradition as a medieval license to cruelty, which had only been restrained
by the modern, humanitarian philosophy underpinning the laws of war. While the
Third World delegates spoke of modernizing the laws of war, the Western powers
accused them of seeking a return to the Middle Ages.25 While they sought to extend
privileged belligerent status to national liberation fighters, in order to include them in
the same legal regime that governed regular soldiers, the Western states accused them
of seeking to abandon all legal constraints on warfare in the name of the just cause.
The path from this Western position to the more recent embrace of just war theory
by successive U.S. presidents and the U.S. military, I argue, cannot be ascribed to
moral progress. Rather, the moralization of international politics and the appropriation of the just war by the U.S. state reflects the transformed balance of power in the
wake of the Cold War and the decline of the anticolonial defense of selfdetermination. Anticolonial successes in framing colonialism and the war in Vietnam
as unjust pushed the United States into an antimoralist position, and its delegates to
oppose the language of the just war in legal forums. Only once the Vietnam War was
over, as Barbara Keys has noted, did “American liberals feel they could credibly
moralize to the world.”26 The subsequent period saw the rise of a new, moralized
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human rights politics and increasing demands for intervention in the internal affairs
of postcolonial, sovereign states. As the statist order of international law came under
increasing pressure, the sovereignty of former colonies proved far more qualified than
the old European sovereignty. Meanwhile, the rising prestige of just-war language
legitimized U.S. military interventions whose legal status was dubious at best. Rather
than constraining military action, the language of justice served to make unlawful
violence palatable and to justify humanitarian interventions, police efforts, and “wars
on terror” across the globe.27
Modernizing the Laws of War

In the wake of the aerial bombardments of World War II, the International
Committee of the Red Cross prepared a set of “Draft Rules for the Limitation of
Dangers Incurred by the Civilian Population in Times of War.” Unwilling to act,
states ignored the rules, which were left—in the words of Richard Baxter, chief counsel
to the U.S. delegation during the drafting process—“to wither on the vine.”28 By the
late 1960s, pressure to amend the laws of war was building from a surprising direction:
as Baxter notes, it was “interest on the part of the human rights constituency in the
United Nations,” and the UN’s threat to move into Red Cross territory, that pushed
the latter body to act.29 Far from referring to Western NGOs like Amnesty International, in 1977 Baxter’s “human rights constituency” comprised anticolonialists who
used the language of human rights to assert their right to self-determination and
challenge the inherited structures of international law.30
Fears among Western states that the UN would politicize the laws of war were
exacerbated in the wake of the 1968 UN Human Rights Conference in Tehran. Held
to mark the twentieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and
presided over by the authoritarian Shah Pahlavi, the Tehran conference has been
depicted as a massive failure.31 Roland Burke, for instance, criticizes the “absence of
positive results” from a conference more concerned with economic development than
with human rights.32 Seen through the lens of the laws of war, the results of the
conference do not look so paltry. Its resolution on “Human Rights in Armed
Conflicts” noted that “minority racist or colonial regimes” frequently resort to
inhuman treatment of those struggling against them, and it directed the secretary
general to begin a consultation process aimed at revising the laws of war.33 Seizing the
opportunity, Third World and Soviet Bloc states used this process to condemn the
“sordid” U.S. war in Vietnam, “Israel’s aggression against the Arab States,” apartheid
in South Africa, and Portuguese colonialism, and to criticize the colonial biases of
international humanitarian law.34
The 1968 Tehran conference provided impetus for the process that resulted in the
Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions. The year after Tehran, the ICRC
presented a report on the revision of humanitarian law to its 1969 conference in
Istanbul then followed up with two meetings of a Conference of Government Experts
in 1971 and 1972.35 In 1974, when the ICRC called a “Diplomatic Conference on the
Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in
Armed Conflicts” in Geneva, the United States approached the conference “more as
a hazard than an opportunity,” as the head of its delegation, George Aldrich, reflected.
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While the United States hoped that the ICRC sponsored event would provide a
“neutral and humanitarian” forum for discussing the laws of war, these hopes were
soon dashed, and Aldrich was left to reprimand delegates to “stop treating the
conference as an extension of the United Nations General Assembly.”36 Inevitably, the
debates were influenced by the new balance of power and priorities in the General
Assembly in the period of decolonization. The position of the anticolonialists was that
they were not seeking anything new from the Diplomatic Conference; they simply
wanted international humanitarian law brought into conformity with principles
accepted by the UN as binding international law.37
When the Diplomatic Conference opened in 1974, the original 51 UN member
states had been joined by 87 new states, bringing total UN membership to 138 and
giving former colonies a numerical weight that enabled them to pass resolutions in
the General Assembly.38 The newly independent states sought to use this weight to
decolonize international law, to rid it of colonial legal doctrines and discourses—from
the standard of civilization to trusteeship—and to overcome inherited inequalities.
They were, as the Algerian delegate to the Diplomatic Conference Raof Boudjakdji
warned, “determined to reject the constraints of a system of international law
conceived in bygone days” and imbued with “colonial concepts.”39 By then, the UN
had passed several important resolutions that recognized the right of colonized peoples
to self-determination and went beyond the UDHR in characterizing selfdetermination as a human right.40
Of particular significance was the 1970 “Declaration on Principles of International
Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation Among States in Accordance
with the Charter of the United Nations” (Gen. Ass. Res. 2625). Not only did this
declaration affirm the duty of states to refrain from depriving people of their right to
self-determination (1/7); it also gave all states a duty to “bring a speedy end to
colonialism”—which it depicted as a violation of both human rights and the UN
Charter (5/2b). Its affirmation that the territory of a colony had “a status separate and
distinct from the territory of the State administering it” until the people exercised
their right to self-determination (5/6) served to legitimate national liberal movements
as what Geoffrey Best terms “states in waiting” and challenged metropolitan arguments that anticolonial struggles were merely internal disturbances.41
On the eve of the Diplomatic Conference, anticolonialists in the General
Assembly passed Resolution 3103 (XXVIII), affirming the international status of
“combatants struggling against colonial and alien domination and racist regimes.”42
That year, Algeria’s Abdelaziz Bouteflika had accepted the presidency of the General
Assembly on behalf of “generations of freedom fighters who contribute to making a
better world with weapons in their hands.”43 The status of those Bouteflika termed
“freedom fighters” (and whom certain European delegates viewed as terrorists) became
the key point of contention at the Diplomatic Conference. Armed with General
Assembly resolutions, anticolonial delegates arrived at the ICRC Conference determined to see national liberation struggles classified as international armed conflicts,
and prisoner of war status extended to national liberation fighters.
Prior to the conference, anticolonial struggles were regarded as internal conflicts
that fell within the domestic jurisdiction of the territory in which they took place.44
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The consequent denial of POW status to anticolonial fighters, the Algerian legal
theorist Mohammed Bedjaoui had noted earlier, meant they could be treated as mere
terrorists by colonial governments and “tried, sentenced to death and executed.”45
Until 1956, France refused to recognize the Algerian War as either an international or
an internal armed conflict (regulated by common article three of the 1949 Geneva
Conventions). After 1956, France was forced to recognize that the war was indeed an
“armed conflict,” yet, as it maintained that Algeria was part of France, the metropolitan government refused to recognize the international character of the conflict.46
France, Bedjaoui wrote, is thus able to “settle down amidst the bloodstained horrors
of an unforgivable war under shelter of a plea that the laws of humanitarian conventions do not apply.”47 During the drafting of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the
colonial powers were united in characterizing their colonial wars as “noninternational” conflicts and in struggling to prevent the extension of the laws of war
to such “internal” conflicts.48 Applying the conventions to “civil wars,” France argued,
would “strike at the root of national sovereignty.”49 Similarly, the British attorney
general warned against entering into any convention “that would prevent us treating
insurgents as traitors.”50
Unlike Britain, however, the recent French experience of occupation, and the
denial of combatant status to resistance fighters during World War II, made the
French concerned to apply minimal standards to internal conflicts and created a precedent that would later be drawn on by anticolonialists.51 For France, along with the
USSR, Greece, Yugoslavia, and Poland, wartime popular resistance was a source of
national pride, and it was unthinkable that the laws of war not vindicate it.52 As
delegates from recently occupied and small countries clashed with major powers over
the rights of occupiers vis-à-vis civilian populations, the question of the just war
returned to the forefront and influenced attitudes to the conduct of war. The question,
as Geoffrey Best notes, was “should not the jus in bello go easy on irregular combatants
fighting for a cause which the jus ad bellum pronounced to be just?” And what was
more just than fighting to defend one’s homeland against an aggressor?53 Demarcations between ad bellum and in bello questions were not fixed, and views about the
justice of war informed understandings of appropriate treatment of combatants.54
In opposing weakening the distinction between combatant and civilian, the major
powers appealed to what they portrayed as “traditional law.” Indeed, the nineteenthcentury publicists who codified the modern laws of war—men like the Prussian-born
Francis Lieber, the “ardent servant of the Russian empire” Fedor Martens, and the
Swiss lawyer Johann Caspar Bluntschli—were deeply informed by a Grotian tradition
that limited privileged belligerency to states and their regular armies.55 For this
tradition, as Carl Schmitt put it bluntly, “war is conducted between states by regular
armies of states.”56 The publicists contended that any concession to the rights of
civilian belligerency would weaken protections for the civilian population. Yet their
professed concerns for the protection of civilians coexisted with their prioritization of
order over justice, as Karma Nabulsi persuasively argues, and with their fears that an
armed citizenry would lead to popular uprisings. Martens, for instance, cited the revolutionary Paris Commune of 1871 in the wake of the Franco-Prussian war as evidence
of the dangers of enlisting civilians in defense of the nation: “the history of the Paris
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Commune is an example destined forever to remind all nations of this fundamental
truth: it is easier to hand out weapons than it is to retrieve them,” he wrote.57
It remained for the anticolonialists to challenge the privileging of the rights of
occupiers over those of resistant civilians and to contest the characterization of anticolonial struggles as internal conflicts. The Algerian Front de Libération Nationale
(FLN) led the campaign to internationalize such struggles and to extend the protections of international humanitarian law to anticolonial fighters. The Algerian
Provisional Government was aware that conformity with the Geneva and Hague
Conventions had formed an aspect of the classical “standard of civilization” that had
influenced whether non-European states (notably Japan and China) could be granted
a place in “international society.”58 They adeptly mobilized the standards of “civilized”
conduct to pressure the French, releasing a “White Paper on the Application of the
Geneva Conventions” and formally acceding to the Geneva Conventions.59
Jean-Paul Sartre argued in his infamous preface to Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of
the Earth that the Algerians “don’t give a damn” about the contention of French
leftists that “these guerillas should be bent on showing that they are chivalrous.”60 On
the contrary, the Algerians consciously appealed to what Talal Asad has described as
the “modern” belief that “that unlike barbarians and savages, civilized fighters act
within a legal and moral framework.”61 The FLN used this dichotomy to undermine
France’s claim to be the representative of the Rights of Man, engaged in a civilizing
mission in Algeria.62 The FLN newspaper regularly discussed French violence and
torture as barbarous violations of the laws of war. Drawing explicitly on the language
of “civilization,” the FLN depicted French refusals to apply the wars of law as contrary
to the “humanitarian principles of justice and compassion” that must “govern and
determine the treatment of man by man if our civilization is to be worthy of the
name.”63
Accepting the laws of war, Helen Kinsella notes in her incisive history of the
principle of distinction, facilitated FLN claims that “Algeria was competent, rational,
and, most importantly, civilized enough to demand and deserve self-rule.”64 Kinsella
depicts this FLN strategy as an attempt to “prove they were capable of self-rule
according to the standards set by the colonists.”65 Yet, in the wake of World War II,
figures like Bedjaoui did not seek the recognition extended to Japan after its brutal
1894–95 conflict with China, which led one cynical Japanese diplomat to remark, “We
show ourselves at least your equals in scientific butchery, and at once we are admitted
to your table as civilized men.”66 While Japan had sought to internalize the standard
of civilization by following the nineteenth-century European practice of defining its
own civilized status against that of a “barbarian” (Chinese) other, twentieth-century
anticolonialists struggled to rid international law of civilizational hierarchies.67 An
early victory was the success of non-European and Soviet Bloc delegates in removing
the phrase “civilized nations” from the draft Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.68 These delegates recognized that without its “uncivilized” outside, the
category of civilization breaks down. This breakdown remains a source of anxiety for
liberal critics like Jack Donnelly, who argues that the anticolonial reframing of standards of civilization as neocolonial was the guise in which “considerations of justice
were . . . banished from decisions on membership in international society.”69
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Contra Donnelly, the anticolonialists at the Diplomatic Conference continued to
mobilize the language of justice, even as they challenged the monopolization of its
definition by colonial powers. Their conviction that justice was on their side was
combined with their recognition of the changing balance of forces in international
law-making bodies. The earlier Geneva Conventions were ratified in 1949 by 59
states.70 The drafting of the Additional Protocols involved “more than 150 delegations,
11 national liberation movements, and 50 IGOs.”71 By 1974, the balance of power had
changed—at least on the floor of international conferences—and anticolonialists
believed that law should change too. While Walzer criticized the “legalist paradigm”
for constructing a “paper world” disconnected from contemporary realities, Bedjaoui
was central to articulating an account of international law as the stabilization of
existing social and economic relations, which must evolve along with those relations.72
Like Friedrich Nietzsche, Bedjaoui understood rights as “recognized and guaranteed
degrees of power” susceptible to change when the balance of power shifts.73
While Nietzsche’s genealogical approach to legal rights was bound up with a
critique of progress, however, for Bedjaoui and the nonaligned delegates at the Diplomatic Conference, decolonization was a progressive movement toward a more just
world. From such a perspective, recent UN General Assembly resolutions had recoded
what Joseph Slaughter terms “the emancipatory teleology of modernization and liberation” to support an anticolonial position.74 The independence of former colonies was
replacing “colonial law” with the “law of decolonization,” Bedjaoui argued, but this
independence had been achieved only through resort “to fire and sword.”75 Reflecting
back at the end of the 1970s, Bedjaoui argued that the “world has made the sparks of
progress fly.”76 These sparks, he believed, would set alight the obsolete texts of a legal
science that sought to consolidate a world that had faded away. The Algerian War had
transformed the terrain on which international humanitarian war was discussed—as
the delegates at the Diplomatic Conference soon realized.
The War in Vietnam and the “Sparks of Progress”

If the Algerian War was central to the anticolonial attempt to reformulate international humanitarian law, the war in Vietnam is central to Walzer’s account of the
“triumph of just war theory.” While opponents of the U.S. war originally embraced
the realist international relations language of “interests,” Walzer argues, the experience
of the war pushed them toward morality. “All of us in the anti-war camp suddenly
began talking the language of just war,” Walzer recounts, “though we did not know
that that was what we were doing.”77 In searching for a shared moral language with
which to denounce the war, the language of just war was the most readily available,
he recollects, and opponents of the war reclaimed a vocabulary realism had deprived
them of: terms like “aggression, intervention, proportionality, prisoners of war,
civilians, double effect, terrorism, war crimes.”78 Walzer’s “just war” vocabulary is a
perplexing mix of terms that were established in existing international law long before
the Vietnam War (for example “prisoners of war”) and terms like “double effect” that
can be traced to Aquinas’s theological writings but that hardly played a major role in
the anti–Vietnam War movement.79 Walzer contends that attending to the meanings
of these terms involved his contemporaries in a conversation with a distinct structure:
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“Like characters in a novel,” he writes, “concepts in a theory shape the narrative or
the argument in which they figure.”80 Given this, it is worth attending to the terms
Walzer excludes from his list: “imperialism,” “racism,” “colonialism,” “capitalism,”
“self-determination.” Excluded terms, no less than included ones, serve to privilege a
certain cast of characters and to give shape to a narrative and argument. While Walzer
does attribute a place to self-determination in his broader just war theory, the absence
of these terms from his account of the conceptual vocabulary used to oppose the
Vietnam War obscures the role of anticolonialists in the struggle against the war, and
their role in transforming international law in this period.81 Such a strategy also
obscures the extent to which the Algerian War had generated skepticism about a
universal moral vocabulary by revealing the hypocrisy of what Sartre called Europe’s
“racist humanism” which makes Europeans human by “creating slaves and
monsters.”82
Vietnam was undoubtedly central to the revision of international law in the period
of decolonization, but not in the way Walzer suggests. Meeting against the backdrop
of the U.S. war, anticolonial delegates in Geneva portrayed U.S. conduct as evidence of law’s double standards. The priorities of these states were reflected early on
in heated arguments about whether national liberation movements, including the “the
Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South Vietnam,” or the
Viet Cong, should participate on the same terms as states. Anticolonial delegates
argued that national liberation movements were parties to international armed
conflicts and must therefore be included. Unsurprisingly, the United States violently
opposed such proposals, which it framed as motivated by political rather than humanitarian concerns. U.S. major David Graham—who was then professor of international
law at the U.S. Judge Advocate General’s School and whose closeness to the U.S.
delegation “strongly suggest that his views reflect those of his government”—reflected
the following year that Vietnamese denunciations of the United States were “particularly unsuited for a conference aimed at supplementing the Laws of War and
advancing the cause of human rights in armed conflicts.”83 For many Third World
and Soviet Bloc delegates, in contrast, nothing was more pertinent than condemning
violations of existing laws by “imperialist states” and modifying the laws of war to
protect national liberation fighters. The Chinese delegate, Pi Chi-Lung, captured the
mood, arguing: “The Viet-Namese people, with their long history of struggle against
a cruel war of imperialist aggression, were very well qualified to discuss the 1949
Geneva Conventions and the question of protection of the civilian population.”84
After much U.S. “arm twisting and recourse to threats,” the motion to welcome the
Viet Cong was lost by a single vote, but the debate over the invitations shaped subsequent conflicts about wars of national liberation and belligerency.85
A key U.S. concern was to maintain existing protections for its own captured
soldiers, particularly those in Vietnam. The 1949 Geneva Conventions had given what
Best terms “a rather extraordinary amount of comfort, protection and privilege” to
prisoners of war, and the United States was anxious to ensure this remained the case.86
Article 85 of the PoW convention provided that PoWs prosecuted under the laws of
the detaining power for acts committed prior to their capture would retain all the
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benefits of the convention even if convicted of war crimes. The consequence of this,
Best notes, was that
even the most awful of (war) criminals, fallen as a prisoner into the hands of an
enemy State, brought to trial, found guilty, and sentenced to a long imprisonment,
must throughout the whole experience be treated to the standards of food, accommodation, visits by representatives of the Protecting Power and the ICRC etc.
prescribed for PoWs instead of the (almost certainly lower) standards applied to
the Detaining Power’s own nationals.87
In the 1940s, Soviet Bloc delegates vehemently opposed this provision; “No one will
ever understand such a decision,” a Soviet Bloc delegate remarked at the time.88
The Vietnamese did not understand it. In 1957, when the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam ratified the Geneva Convention on Prisoners of War, it included a reservation to Article 85.89 Almost three decades later, during the drafting of the Additional
Protocols, the North Vietnamese delegation introduced a draft article concerning
“Persons not entitled to PoW status” which sought to deny this status to “war criminals.” According to the supporting statement:
United States pilots taken in flagrante delicto are at once protected by the 200 or
so articles of the third Geneva Convention of 1949. They are immediately looked
after and given shelter under material living conditions equal to those enjoyed by
our ministers while at the same time the Vietnamese citizens who are victims of
the bombs just dropped by these same war criminals are still weeping over the
bodies of their dead parents and children and their burnt houses.90
“Justice,” the Vietnamese argued, “demands that there should not be equal treatment
between war criminals and their victims.”91 As we see below, this argument would
produce a concerted counterattack from the Euro-Atlantic delegates, who rejected the
very idea that justice had a place in the laws of war.
In the 1970s, delegates anxious to preserve the inherited order adopted a formalist
stance and dismissed the demands of the new states as political and, thus, irrelevant.
As one dissatisfied Western delegate noted in private, the Western response was
marked by “a strong element of legalism” and a tendency to maintain that “the traditional law said X and Y and that was the way it had to be.”92 The “United Nations
and the ICRC pursued their action on entirely different levels,” the French delegate
argued. Framing these levels in temporal terms, he argued that the UN dealt with
“specific problems of the moment,” while humanitarian law must “provide protection
for all war victims at all times.”93 In these arguments for the apolitical timelessness of
international law, Third World delegates saw an attempt to arrest progress and
enshrine anachronistic colonial relations. Vietnam may have been a “specific problem
of the moment” but it nonetheless highlighted the political stakes of a legal framework
that constituted what the North Vietnamese delegate termed an “injustice in the case
of ill-armed and weak peoples who are attacked on their own territory.”94
Against attempts to characterize their own arguments as political rather than
humanitarian, anticolonial delegates retorted that their opponents were masking their
own political positions in the language of neutrality.95 While the United States
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portrayed itself as the guardian of neutrality, humanity, and nondiscrimination in
international law, the new states presented themselves as struggling to eradicate the
existing double standard that protected occupying powers while treating anticolonial
fighters as “treasonous elements.”96 Both were right. The neutrality of traditional law,
as Nabulsi suggests, was “deeply slanted” in favor of occupying armies at the expense
of populations who resisted them.97 Having succeeded in having this bias consolidated
in 1949, the United States and its allies now sought to rest on “tradition.” Anticolonial
struggles, in contrast, revealed the political uses of neutrality. Reflecting on the
competing claims to justice and lawfulness generated by the conference, even an ICRC
observer noted that “there would always be a double standard”—the question was
whether it favored “liberation fighters or colonial elites.”98
“The True Spirit of Humanity Should be Based on Justice”99

Anxious to defend the universality of traditional international law against the charge
that it was an antiquated product of colonialism, capitalism, and Christianity, the
United States had no reason to ground its arguments in a Christian tradition.100 More
surprising is the extent to which the new states and the Soviet Bloc used the language
of the just war to distinguish anticolonial violence from the wars of colonial powers.101
“It was undeniable that there were such things as just wars,” the delegate of Mauritania
argued. “When a nation was driven to the wall, it could not forget its right to selfdetermination.”102 The Chinese delegate concurred: “a distinction between just and
unjust wars, should be made in the new Protocols.”103 The Albanian delegate agreed,
arguing that the text should provide “for the condemnation of the aggressors.”104
Despite the prominence of this just war language, its stakes were often modest: the
key demand of these delegates was simply that the law provide equal treatment by
extending privileged belligerent status and POW protection to national liberation
fighters.
Kinsella has suggested that in mobilizing this language, the new states were
“consciously invoking the medieval concept of just wars as fought by a legitimate
authority in pursuit of justice and peace.”105 If this were true, it would bolster Walzer’s
account of the triumph of just war and universalize that tradition’s vision of justice.
Here, I pursue another argument: while Western states characterized the just-war
language of the new states as medieval, the anticolonial delegates did not refer either
to medieval just war thinkers or to Christian theology. Rather, they drew on the
principles of anti-imperialism and self-determination to articulate a contrasting vision
of justice that challenged the colonial configuration of international law and the privileging of Christian civilization. Nor did their account of self-determination share in
the racial hierarchies that animated the account of self-determination Walzer borrows
from J. S. Mill, who excluded from his account of the individual’s sovereignty over
himself “those backwards states of society in which the race itself may be considered
as in its nonage” (or infancy).106
The evocations of just war on the conference floor were influenced more by
Vladimir Lenin and Mao Zedong than by Augustine and Aquinas. For the Russian
Bolshevik and the Chinese anticolonialist, violence was justified to overcome colonial
domination and achieve self-determination. Far from being inspired by the Middle
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Ages, both thinkers saw anticolonial revolutions as progressive struggles on the path
to world revolution. As early as 1915, Lenin stressed that any war that furthers the
proletarian struggle for socialism is defensive and just; “if tomorrow, Morocco were
to declare war on France, India on England, Persia or China . . . those would be ‘just,’
‘defensive’ wars, irrespective of who attacked first,” he wrote.107 For Lenin, “justice”
was not an autonomous doctrine but a “mere handmaiden of ‘revolutionary
progress.’ ”108 His position mirrored Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s contention that “wars
coming from the old world [of empire and inequality] were unjust wars of conquest,
while wars from the new world were just wars of self-defence.”109 With Stalin’s ascendancy, distinguishing just from unjust wars became common Soviet practice and the
resistance to the Nazis was upheld as the paradigmatic just war. The role of Soviet
international lawyers, a Soviet publicist explained, was to secure legal recognition for
partisans fighting on territories occupied by “imperialist aggressors, keeping in mind
the Leninist-Stalinist teachings on just and unjust wars.”110
Mao, whom even Schmitt credited as the “greatest practitioner of revolutionary
war in our time” as well as its most famous theorist, similarly upheld progress as the
criterion for determining the justice of wars.111 “We Communists oppose all unjust
wars that impede progress,” Mao wrote in 1938. “Not only do we Communists not
oppose just wars; we actively participate in them.”112 The centrality of conflict to
Mao’s account of progress reflected his early disillusionment with the gradualist,
evolutionary perspective of Wilsonian liberalism. As a twenty-five-year-old student,
Mao had greeted the betrayal of Chinese hopes at the 1919 Paris Peace Conference by
denouncing the “shameless” way in which leaders used the rhetoric of selfdetermination while denying it in practice.113
Into the 1970s, the United States continued to view the extension of selfdetermination as “gradual, earned and peaceful” and its officials were “appalled” by
armed anticolonial self-determination struggles.114 In defending such struggles, anticolonial delegates took up arguments that resembled Mao’s rather than the medieval
just war tradition. The Chinese delegate Pi Chi-Lung argued imperialist wars were
unjust wars, and that it was necessary “to mobilize the people of the world in a resolute
struggle against the policies pursued by the imperialist countries.”115 In doing so, he
followed Mao’s argument that (just) revolutionary war was the only means to abolish
war. When society “advanced” sufficiently to abolish classes and states, there will be
no more wars, “unjust or just,” Mao argued; “that will be the era of perpetual peace
for mankind.”116 Such a vision owed more to Immanuel Kant’s Enlightenment
account of progress than to the medieval theology of Augustine and Aquinas.117 The
wager of Third Worldism was that this progressive vision could be divorced from the
racial and civilizational hierarchies that permeate Kant’s cosmopolitanism and his
metaphysics of universal history.118
The Egyptian legal scholar Georges Abi-Saab captured the significance Third
World delegates ascribed to the distinction between just and unjust wars when he
reflected later that justice is central to the asymmetrical character of wars of national
liberation. In these wars, he argued, one party controls the state, and therefore the
police, a conventional army and sophisticated weaponry. “The other is composed of
irregular combatants whose only asset is their high motivation and faith in the justice
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of their cause.”119 While the Soviet bloc and anticolonial delegates shared the view
that this focus on the justness of war marked a break with a realist stance for which
“might makes right,” they did not necessarily agree either on the criteria of justice or
on its consequences for in bello considerations.
Two contrasting visions of justice were reflected in two distinctive amendments
submitted prior to the 1974 Conference, both of which characterized wars of national
liberation as international armed conflicts. The first, moved by the Soviet Bloc with
the support of Algeria, Tanzania, and Morocco, stated that international armed
conflicts included “conflicts where people fight against colonial and alien discrimination and against racist regimes.” The second, moved by a coalition of fifteen
nonaligned states and introduced by Abi-Saab, sought to extend international status
to “armed struggles by people exercising their right to self-determination.”120 While
these amendments were ultimately merged, their initial separation reflected Soviet
anxieties about the extension of the language of self-determination to Eastern Europe,
and nonaligned concerns to avoid accusations of politicizing the laws of war.
The latter bloc portrayed the question of the international status of national liberation fighters as a legal question, consequent to the right to self-determination, which
required no basis in contested political assumptions about justice.121 “Was it political
to take into consideration some of the atrocious and murderous armed conflicts being
waged in the present?” Abi Saab asked the conference.122 The question was rhetorical,
but Abi Saab’s morally loaded language signals the inadequacy of any rigid distinction
of law, politics, and morality for debating colonial wars. His question received
contrasting answers from his allies as the debates about the justice of war extended
beyond the specific question of the international character of anticolonial selfdetermination struggles to inform in bello questions like the treatment of PoWs.
For the Soviet Bloc delegates, an unjust war was an unlawful war of aggression,
and anticolonial movements were “resistance movements opposing aggression.”123 In
focusing on aggression, they drew on a form of legal thinking that jurists as different
as Jean Pictet, the head of the ICRC’s legal commission, and Schmitt, the chief legal
theorist of National Socialism traced to the U.S.-sponsored Kellogg-Briand pact of
1928, which both saw as conflating injustice and aggression.124 For Pictet, the attempt
to outlaw war led to “the unexpected resurgence of the antique myth of the just war,
which caused so much evil in the past.”125 For Schmitt, the designation of aggression
as a crime expressed the moralism of the U.S. empire, which “makes war on the ‘just’
side into an execution or cleansing operation and the war on the unjust side into a
resistance contrary to all justice and morals, led by vermin, trouble makers, pirates
and gangsters.”126 Although Schmitt tasked the U.S. empire with moralism, in recent
law-making bodies, as we have seen, it had taken an antimoralist stance, relying on
the slanted neutrality of “traditional law” to preserve its rights as an occupying
power.127
For many Third World delegates, distinguishing just from unjust wars was not
simply a matter of criminalizing “the first shot,” in Schmitt’s words; rather, they drew
on the lexicon of anti-imperialism to argue that the substantive justice of struggles
against colonialism and racism should be acknowledged by international law. Those
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who waged these just struggles, they argued, should not be deprived of law’s protections.128 Viewing the contemporary “triumph of just war theory” through the lens of
the Third World contributions to the Diplomatic Conference upsets Walzer’s account
of moral progress by confronting it with a dramatically different vision of the
progressive transformation of international law—a vision whose subject is not the U.S.
state but the (often violent) national liberation struggles of colonized peoples. These
debates challenge Walzer’s narrative of the development of a moral consensus about
warfare, by highlighting the deep political antagonisms generated by any attempt to
determine the justice of war.129
The “Dangerous Concept of the Just War”: Anglo-European Objections

During the Diplomatic Conference, the most significant conflicts concerned the
implications of just war language for in bello questions. This dispute was not new. As
discussed above, during the drafting of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the popular
belief in the justice of popular resistance to Nazi occupation led to arguments that
blurred the border between ad bellum and in bello considerations. Yet as long as it was
“European experience that filled the minds and the speeches of delegates,” these
disputes were viewed by both sides as having a legitimate place in the development of
international law.130 It was otherwise in the 1970s when anticolonial delegates asserted
the justice of their own cause and their right to belligerent status. Then, Western
delegates responded to the progressivist arguments of the anticolonialists by accusing
them, with some irony, of seeking the abandonment of all legal strictures on the use
of force and a return to the Middle Ages.
It was U.S. delegate Aldrich who launched the most sustained argument against
just war thinking. The U.S. government, Aldrich stated, “firmly held the view that
the conference should reaffirm the philosophy of the Geneva Conventions and reject
any efforts to introduce into the law discriminating levels of protection based on
subjective criteria such as the justness of the cause for which a particular group was
fighting.”131 Similarly, UK delegate Sir Colin Crowe warned that moves to divide wars
into just and unjust wars “were extremely dangerous approaches and totally alien to
all the principles of international law.”132 Far from the claim in the recent U.S. law of
war manual that international humanitarian law is rooted in the just war tradition,
the United States and its allies sought to rigorously distinguish what they depicted as
the “modern” humanitarian philosophy underpinning the Geneva Conventions from
its barbarous medieval antithesis. In a typical instance, the UK delegate contrasted the
just war tradition with what he characterized as the humanist philosophy underpinning the Geneva Conventions and argued for a humanitarian approach, “more in
conformity with the work of Henry Dunant,” referring to the founder of the Red
Cross.133
The attempt by the Western states to uphold the “traditional” humanitarian
philosophy of the ICRC was compromised by the brutality of colonial conflicts. The
“principle of humanity,” on which the work of the ICRC was founded, marked out
both the belonging to a single species and a moral stance assumed to flow from that
belonging. It generated a commitment to alleviate suffering, protect life and health,
and ensure respect for human being, and it served as a cipher for the mobilization of
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moral sentiment.134 Wars of decolonization generated deep skepticism about the
universality of such sentimentalism, which increasingly appeared as a distinctive moral
culture, drawing on Christian charity and imbricated with colonial violence.135
Moreover, the “traditional” account of law, which excluded questions of justice
and privileged the rights of occupiers, had faced serious challenge in the wake of
World War II. One of those postwar challengers was Richard Baxter, who would go
on to act as the U.S. delegation’s chief counsel during the drafting of the 1977 Additional Protocols. Writing in 1950, Baxter had noted that the “traditional” view,
according to which those Lieber called “war rebels” should be punished and deprived
of POW status, had been opposed by small states since at least the Brussels conference
of 1874.136 Baxter approvingly cited the examples of the Netherlands, Belgium, and
Switzerland, who defended the levee en masse, or mass uprising, and objected to
providing the enemy “advance jurisdiction over citizens who were responding to the
highest sentiments of patriotism and to a positive duty to defend their country.”137
Baxter rejected the validity of the “traditional concepts” of the “war traitor” and the
“war rebel,” which imposed a duty to obey the occupier, as relics of a law of conquest
that subsisted only due to “inertia in the law.”138 Moreover, he depicted moral sensibilities as directly relevant to the development of the laws of war; citing the renowned
German jurist Lassa Oppenheim’s contention that using treason and espionage against
an occupying army was “detestable and immoral,” Baxter argued that such a view was
not “in conformity with modern views of morality in warfare.”139 Stressing that
existing international law advantaged the aggressor over defending forces, and the
occupier over the inhabitant, he concluded:
If international law is to have a moral content, it is difficult to see how an ethical
basis can be found for the principle that international law intervenes to quell acts
of resistance which, in the moral sense of the world, are regarded as heroic rather
than criminal.140
In the wake of World War II, “the terms of the moral discourse of irregular fighters
had changed,” and Baxter’s arguments would have an afterlife in the service of anticolonial struggles.141
When these arguments were taken up by anticolonialists during the Diplomatic
Conference, Baxter, now legal counsel to the U.S. delegation, took a very different
stance. Along with other Western military figures and publicists, Baxter portrayed
considerations of justice and morality as extremely dangerous and prejudicial to the
very notion of restraint in warfare. Writing in 1975, Baxter explained that, in the view
of his delegation, applying the laws of international armed conflict to wars of national
liberation would “import once more into the law of war the notion of bellum iustum
[the just war].”142 For many delegates, he noted, wars of national liberation are “good
wars” and should therefore be governed by the laws of armed conflict. “But the idea
of the just war,” Baxter warned, “has in the past been productive of some of the worst
offenses against the victims of war.”143 Baxter approvingly cited the words of his illustrious predecessor, Colonel Draper, who wrote that it was “not until the Christian
idea of the ‘Just War’ had lived out its long life and its usefulness that belligerents
came to accept more civilized usages in war.”144
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Writing in 1975, U.S. major Graham went furthest in arguing that legitimating
armed struggles for national self-determination “can readily and validly be analogized
to the eleventh century ‘just war’ concept, used during the Crusades to justify killing
in the name of God.”145 To recognize that fighters, the Vietnamese guerillas for
instance, were waging a just war, the major claimed, demanded that those waging it
be “unfettered by legal principles that would stand in the way of [their] goals.”146 If
the United States failed to preserve the existing legal order, Graham argued, this will
“only hasten the world’s return to the eleventh century.”147
Just as the new states proclaimed their determination to break with the colonial
past and modernize international law, the Western delegates depicted the Third World
challenge as medieval. In stark contrast to the position in the 2015 law of war manual,
the U.S. delegates represented the just war tradition as licensing unlimited brutality.
Yet despite the exaggerated claims of the Western delegates, anticolonial delegates
never argued that the justice of the anticolonial cause licensed the abrogation of
existing laws of war. Even the North Vietnamese proposal that “war criminals” be
deprived of PoW status did not aim to free the “just” party from the strictures of law
but stressed that that such captives should be guaranteed a right to legal defense and
a “fair and proper trial” and be treated according to the “irreducible minimum of
principles governing humanitarian treatment” laid out in common article three of the
1949 Geneva Conventions.148
Far from believing that all was fair in a just war, anticolonial delegates also fought
for stronger legal protections for civilian populations. While the U.S. delegation
protested just war language on the basis that it would weaken civilian protection, it
also managed to secure more permissive standards of so-called collateral damage than
proposed by Third World states.149 It was the Iraqi delegate who argued most forcefully that all “civilian areas should be regarded as prohibited targets.”150 Against such
proposals, the United States lobbied successfully for the codification of what it
depicted as the customary law standard of “proportionality,” despite the protestations
of the North Vietnamese delegation, which argued that proportionality “had been
used to justify the American air attacks against them.”151 Ironically, this “proportionality” standard is a key aspect of what Walzer terms the “just war tradition” and it is
to Aquinas that contemporary U.S. military lawyers turn in justifying “proportionate”
“collateral damage.”152
Far from the debates over the Additional Protocols reflecting an emerging moral
consensus expressed in Christian just war language, the conference was the site for a
conflict of moral positions and understandings of justice. Contra the Western delegates, who depicted just war language as the gate through which the four horsemen
of the apocalypse would enter, the effects of this language for the jus in bello were not
defined in advance. Certainly, just war language was used to legitimate anticolonial
violence, but those who affirmed the justice of such violence aimed to extend the
realm of international law, not to exempt anticolonial fighters from legal restraints.
By attesting to the justice of their cause, they sought to give national liberation fighters
equal belligerent status and to secure greater protection of their civilians from aerial
bombardment by invading powers. While the Western states argued that any
concession to civilian belligerency would weaken civilian protection and jeopardize
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the foundations of the laws of war, their own goal was to preserve the freedom of
occupying powers to treat those who resisted them as mere criminals or terrorists,
exempted from the laws that regulate international armed conflicts.
The Demise, and the Triumph, of the Just War

What was the outcome of all this “just war” discussion? Its key legacy is Article 1,
paragraph 4 of Additional Protocol 1, which recognizes that the situations to which
the protocol applies “include armed conflicts in which people are fighting against
colonial domination and alien occupation and against racist régimes in the exercise of
their right of self-determination.”153 Reflecting the prestige of the language of selfdetermination at the conference, this “just war” article was ultimately adopted 87 to
1, with 11 (Western) abstentions.154 Explaining its lone “no” vote, the Israeli delegate
argued that the conference “had revived the spectre of ‘just war’ theory, with its
different rules for different conflicts and different parties.”155 Upholding his own
country as the guardian of “the spirit and accepted norms of international humanitarian law,” the Israeli delegate told the conference that the delimitation of
international and noninternational conflicts must be based on objective criteria. “It
should apply to the just and the unjust, to the one who might be considered the
aggressor by some and the victim by others.”156
In reality, Article 1 (4) did not apply different rules to different parties but instead
brought certain national liberation fighters into the same set of rules that regulated
warfare between states. This was later acknowledged by Aldrich himself, who by 1985
was desperately trying to counter the Reagan administration’s refusal to send the
protocol to the U.S. Senate for ratification, by reassuring contemporary critics who
continued to condemn its just war rhetoric. Although the United States had reacted
negatively to the inclusion of paragraph 4, “primarily out of concern that it imported
into humanitarian law the dangerous concept of the just war,” Aldrich wrote in 1985,
United States fears that this would result in the restriction of legal protections to those
determined to be fighting just wars had not been realized: “Members of armed forces
of liberation movements are not granted protections simply because they may be
deemed to be fighting for a just cause,” he wrote. “The Protocol and the Conventions
must apply equally to both sides if they are to apply to the conflict at all.”157 Despite
Aldrich’s efforts, President Reagan justified his refusal to send Additional Protocol 1
to the Senate by stating that the United States “would not give protection to terrorist
groups as a price for progress in humanitarian law.”158
The very equality of treatment that Aldrich would eventually acknowledge was the
outcome of the drafting debates represented a decisive victory for the anticolonial
delegates. Their position was emblematized by the Palestinian Liberation Organization observer Chawki Armali, who expressed “deep satisfaction” that the
“international community had re-confirmed the legitimacy of the struggles of peoples
exercising their right to self-determination.”159 This victory was sufficient to ensure
that, almost forty years later, the new U.S. Department of Defense Law of War manual
criticizes Additional Protocol 1 for having “relaxed the requirements for obtaining the
privileges of ‘combatant status’ and incorporated “subjective and politicized criteria”
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for the applicability of the conventions that “eliminate the distinction between international and internal armed conflicts.”160
That U.S. opposition to Additional Protocol 1 has remained consistent while that
country has moved from being an implacable opponent of the language of just war to
affirming the just war tradition as the foundation of the Geneva Conventions helps to
clarify the real nature of the contemporary “triumph” of just war theory. I have
suggested that the language of the just war was used during the drafting of the Additional Protocols in the service of a very different vision of justice, articulated by
anticolonialists against the most powerful states. In a sense, Walzer is right to note
that the end of the Vietnam War was central to the uptake of the language of just war
by the U.S. administration. At the Diplomatic Conference, the U.S. delegation was
faced with Third World states lecturing it about the My Lai massacre and confronting
it with the evidence of the Russell Tribunal.161 In such a context, in a legal forum
dominated by anticolonialists, the U.S. delegate could not possibly have suggested,
using the words of Obama’s Nobel Peace Prize speech, that “America will always be
the voice of those aspirations that are universal.”162
In 1974, the U.S. delegation was well aware that those Third World states that
wished to decide on the justice of wars would not decide in its favor. It responded by
depicting just war arguments as a relic of medieval cruelty: the brutal other of the
modern humanitarian movement and the laws of war. As the eminent English international lawyer Colonel Draper noted, however, “the story of the ‘just and pious war’ is
one of successive contents flowing through an ancient concept.”163 The extension of
international status to wars of national liberation was only one of the anticolonial legal
victories that reshaped international law during the twentieth century. In the wake of
decolonization, prohibitions on aggressive wars and norms of nonintervention that
had served to protect the sovereign independence of a select group of countries, many
of them colonial powers, were called on to protect former colonies from the interventions of their former rulers. In this context, the neutral humanitarianism defended by
major powers in the 1970s soon came under pressure. Affirmations of sovereignty by
postcolonial states were challenged by a new moral politics of human rights that was
deeply suspicious of state sovereignty and worked to justify “humanitarian interventions,” not least in former colonies. Rather than simply restraining violence, this moral
language has served to justify military force and to blur the borders between aggressive
and defensive wars.164
The triumph of just war, announced by Walzer as evidence of moral progress,
reflects the shifting balance of power in that bitter struggle that pitted “the imperialist
countries and their lackeys” against “the struggling people of Africa, Latin America
and Asia,” to quote the Cuban delegate. In the wake of decolonization, newly independent states saw their new sovereignty and the recognition of the belligerency of
national liberation fighters as steps toward the progressive decolonization of international law. Instead, formal independence led to increasing demands for new standards
of “civilized” conduct, and for constraints on the internal actions of those Gareth
Evans disparagingly terms “developing-country-sovereignty addicts.”165 The subsequent period saw the rising prestige of a cluster of moral justifications for military
intervention, from humanitarian intervention, to the responsibility to protect, to the
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war on terror and the just war. Today, jus ad bellum rules that developed in a statecentric colonial order to prevent aggressive wars are increasingly portrayed as inadequate in the face of crimes against humanity, mass human rights abuses, and terrorist
attacks by nonstate actors.166 The erosion of the paradigm of nonintervention
enshrined in the UN Charter has been accompanied, as Edward Said noted soon after
9/11, by a renewed appraisal of contemporary American imperial power as
“enlightened and even altruistic.”167
Anticolonialists used the language of the just war to legitimize violent anticolonial
struggles aimed at establishing an international order free of colonial domination and
civilizational hierarchies. The U.S. state has used the same language to legitimize the
use of imperial force, by providing a moral gloss to military interventions that lack
the sanction of international law. Today, as the post-9-11 “war on terror” blurs into an
unending war to defeat ISIS, the claim to be fighting a just war allows the United
States to portray its own wars as universal police actions against the enemies of
humanity and legitimizes abrogating the laws of war and depriving the adversary of
law’s protection.
The claim in the new law manual that the laws of war are founded on the just war
tradition fuses the humanitarianism of the Geneva Conventions with a distinctly theological vision of universal justice.168 This was also the message of Obama’s Nobel
Peace Prize speech, in which the then-president called on nations “to think in new
ways about the notion of just war.”169 Obama spoke then of the “burden” the United
States had taken up in promoting global peace, prosperity, and democracy. Anxious
to distinguish his administration from that of his predecessors, he proclaimed that
what makes America different is that, faced with a “vicious adversary that abides by
no rules,” the United States remains a “standard bearer in the conduct of war.”170
Such a message portrayed the U.S. military as the guardian of both universal
justice and international law. It reflected what Walzer acknowledges may well be “the
deepest cause” of the triumph of just war theory: that “there are now reasons of state
for fighting justly.”171 It may be that Walzer is correct that today the “usefulness of
morality” in winning wars is widely acknowledged, although the recent bombings of
hospitals by Russia in Syria, Saudi Arabia in Yemen, the United States in Afghanistan,
and Israel in Gaza suggests that the use of “disproportionate force” against civilians
and civilian infrastructure retains a central place in the arsenal of “military
necessity.”172 Even if it were true that powerful states had recognized that incorporating morality into their fighting strategies gave them a military advantage, this was
hardly the vision of justice articulated on behalf of the “wretched of the earth” at the
Geneva conferences. Moreover, as Obama’s intensification of drone strikes with their
extensive “collateral damage” suggested, the moralization of warfare is double edged,
serving not only to restrain killing but also to make it more effective—and less
contested by citizens of liberal states.
While still a candidate for the U.S. presidency, Donald Trump signaled his intent
to move away from the “burden” of moral universalism in favor of a starker language
of good versus evil, proclaiming that “the problem is the Geneva Conventions, all
sorts of rules and regulations, so that soldiers are afraid to fight.”173 As president,
Trump inherited not only the ongoing drone wars of the Obama Administration but
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also its moralizing language. In March 2017, he authorized military strikes against
Syria’s Shayrat Airfield without the prior authorization of the U.S. Congress or the
Security Council, to punish the Assad regime for its alleged use of chemical weapons
and to deter further use of such weapons.174 In a televised address following the strikes,
Trump called on “all civilized nations” to join the struggle against terrorism and
bloodshed, proclaiming: “We hope that as long as America stands for justice, then
peace and harmony will in the end prevail.”175 Whatever the hopes of the U.S. president, the embrace of the just war by recent U.S. administrations has produced not
perpetual peace but seemingly endless war.
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